ASPIRING WRITER PURSUES THE SCOOP, LOVE AND ADVENTURE IN ‘JUST MY TYPE’
A NEW ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING MARCH 28, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL

STUDIO CITY, CA – January 21, 2020 – Bethany Joy Lenz (“One Tree Hill,” “Guiding Light”) and Brett Dalton (“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,”) star together in “Just my Type” a new, original movie premiering Saturday, March 28, (9 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s annual “Spring Fever” programming event.

Pop culture writer and aspiring novelist Vanessa Mills (Lenz) escapes run-ins with her ex by retreating to a quaint B&B in rural Washington. A chance meeting with the illustrious, elusive and reclusive author – and local resident – Martin Clayton (Dalton) has Vanessa star-struck and determined to land an exclusive interview. With a big promotion on the line, a persistent Vanessa creates reasons to see Martin, who eventually becomes intrigued enough with her honest offer to let him finally tell his side of the story to his devoted fans. A spark ignites between them as they spend more time together during the interviews, but it’s clear they are more than literally worlds apart and that Vanessa has put her own aspirations, dreams and romantic life aside. It’s when Vanessa is back home in Portland and a mysterious gift arrives from Martin that she makes a surprise decision, leading her to assertively take her own advice and “go boldly in the direction of your dreams and live the life you imagine.”
“Just My Type” is from Two 4 The Money Media production company. Kim Arnott and Ivan Hayden are executive producers and John Prince is producer. Paul Ziller directed from a script by S.W. Sessions.
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